In Swiss German there are three paradigms for the definite determiner: a weak article, a strong article, and a proximal demonstrative. The aim of this paper is to show that these three paradigms not only differ with respect to their morphological form, but also with respect to their semantic function and their syntactic structure. Based on several Swiss German data corpora there is evidence for a strong correlation between morphology, semantics, and syntax. I will demonstrate that every paradigm has its prototypical semantic function. The weak article is used in inherently unique contexts, the strong article shows up in anaphoric contexts and the demonstrative is used in deictic contexts. However, some cases seem to challenge the correlation established in the analysis, particularly modification structures with relative clauses. However, I shall show that the use of articles in these cases follows its own strictly semantic rules. To meet the semantics syntax correlation, I put forward the idea that every paradigm has-due to its particular feature structure-its own syntactic projection. Therefore, a semantic-syntactic analysis is proposed in which the semantic-syntactic features of the three paradigms are accommodated by assuming three functional categories in the nominal phrase for the features in question, i.e. [DEF] 
Introduction
Like Standard German, Swiss German dialects have a definite determiner with distinct forms marked for gender, number, and case (for details see What are the semantic differences between these determiner paradigms and how can these differences be explained by syntax? The aim of this paper is to delineate the similarities and differences between the three paradigms and to explore how the similarities and differences emerge in morphology, semantics, and syntax. For this purpose, I will begin with the premise that the three paradigms not only differ in their morphological form but also in their semantic function and in their syntactic structure. I shall argue for a strong correlation between morphology, semantics, and syntax. For each paradigm, it should be Languages: SADS = Syntactic Atlas of the German-speaking part of Switzerland, AG = canton of Aargau, BA = canton of Basel, BE = canton of Berne, SO = canton of Solothurn.
